The Dean’s Honour Roll is one of the ways in which the Faculty of Humanities and Education distinguishes undergraduate students who have excelled academically in each of the regular semesters in the academic year.

I, Prof. Waibinte Wariboko, Dean of the Faculty of Humanities and Education, join with the Heads of Departments in the Faculty in extending congratulations to the following students who have been admitted to the Dean’s Honour Roll for Semester 1, 2016/2017 academic year.

### Bachelor of Arts

- ALEXANDER, Janice Dejanelle
- ALEXANDER, Nikolai-Andre A.
- ANDERSON, Renee Sheree
- BAILEY, Keonna Keresa
- BAILEY, Kevhoun Lee
- BARKER, Judine Jheanell
- BOGLE, Cornel Juston-Anthony
- BROWN, Jodie-Kay Satoya
- BURRELL, Jodi-Ann Hareen
- CARRINGTON, Avery Hayden
- CHARLES, Traillona Zoria Elizabeth
- CHRISTIAN, Sairin Nadia
- CLARKE, Suzette Camille
- CLARKE, Whitney Danniele
- DAVIDSON, Randy Wayne
- DAVIS, Andramma Drucilla
- DENNIS, Crystal Peta Gay
- DIXON, Evan Louis
- ELUS, Colleen Mauricio
- FERGUSON, Alexia Shevnie
- FERGUSON, Shiraine Deandra
- FOWLER, Anna-Kay Monique
- FRANCIS, Alysia Renee Davidson
- FRANCIS, Flarione Francine
- GARDNER, Sade Jheanell Sanchia

- GAYLE, Camile Andrene
- GOMES, Krystal Kedesha Sherisse
- GOODEN, Amanda Christine
- GOODEN, Andrewlyn Cohall
- GORDON, Marcia Rosemarie
- GRANT, Jhoneille Staci-Ann.
- GREEN, Russell Lloyd
- GROVES, Clare Camiel
- HASTINGS, Paula-the Audra-Ann
- HOWSON, Perez I.
- HUSSEY, Veron TAMARAH
- JARRETT, Alexandra Ombrutta
- JOHNSON, Renee Gillian
- JONES, Brittany Zoi-Ann Michelle
- KELLY, Tasheika Oniella
- KIHUGI, Patrick Muchiri
- KING, Ronnicka Terry-Lee
- LEIGHTON, Monique Rhonda
- MALCOLM, Anique Charlia
- MARAGH, Marion Sadora
- MATTHEWS, Andrew Nathan
- MATTHEWS, Lipton Orlando
- MIGHTY, Georgette Annisa
- MILLER, Britny Amelia
- MILLER, Precianne Gaye
- MONTEITH, Kristeena Alexandria
- MORRIS, Courtney Allison
- MURPHY, Judaña Marcia

- OLIVER, Arielle Lois
- PARKINS, Marcia Andrea
- PATERSON, Akiera Samantha
- PHILBERT, Nickisha Anne
- REID, Sheldon Ramone, Anthony
- RILEY, Janice Shanice
- ROSARIO DIAZ, Cesarina Pamela
- ROSEWAY, Vanessa Chemoiya
- RUSSELL, Georgio Jillanie Luther
- SAMUELS, Omar St. Michael
- STEWART, Brittany Paige
- TAYLOR, Kristina Sonjoya
- TREASURE, Monique Sasha-Lee
- VICKERS, Nathan Lee
- WALTERS, Davo Shandene
- WARNER, Carissa Junelle, Jaimie
- WEBB, Na-Kaydia Abbegay
- WELLINGTON, Andia Alicia
- WESTON, Donique Esha Gaye
- WHITE, Deneika Kimone
- WHYTE, Samantha Kimberley
- WILES, Cherries Danielle
- WILLIAMS, Camille Trudy-Anne
- WILLIAMS, Letay Tamaro
- WILLIAMS, Othriel Oshane

### Bachelor of Fine Arts

- MARCHALLECK, Raynaldo Ishmael, D.
- MARCHALLECK, Raynaldo Ishmael, D.
- MARCHALLECK, Raynaldo Ishmael, D.
- MARCHALLECK, Raynaldo Ishmael, D.
- MARCHALLECK, Raynaldo Ishmael, D.
- McFARLANE, Joelie Javuna-Kay
- ST. CATHERINE, Bruce Deon A.

### Bachelor of Education

- BENNETT, Alfred Milton
- BIGGS, Damion Ricardo
- DAWKINS, Kemica Lakocie
- FRANCIS, Oniel Jerome
- GRANT, Sodeiga Demali
- LEWIS, Doreeni Caroleen
- LLEWELLYN, Oral Davoldo
- MORNISON, Quana Tatsum
- RICHARDS, Tonya Fabian